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1) I Am Not a Guinea Pig” 
• Safe Chemicals Act (1976) 
• http://notaguineapig.org/ (online video) 

• The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), which Congress passed in 

September of 1976, was supposed to give Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) the authority to identify and regulate dangerous chemicals. The law 

was also supposed to require chemical companies to give Americans the 

information needed to assess the safety of their products. 
• The "grandfather" problem 

• Unfortunately, TSCA "grandfathered in" some 62,000 chemicals in use at the 

time it was enacted—that is, chemical companies could keep selling them 

without safety testing. Today, most chemicals on the market are among 

those original 62,000 and have never been tested. 
• The "unreasonable risk" problem 

• TSCA contained another fatal flaw. To regulate a chemical, the law places the 

burden of proving a chemical is causing harm on EPA, rather than requiring 

chemical producers to prove their chemicals are safe. In addition, the law 

requires that EPA prove a chemical presents an "unreasonable risk." 

• In practice, this standard has been impossible for EPA to meet. The only 

chemicals banned under TSCA are PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls), which 

were widely used in transformers and electrical equipment and that 

happened only because the ban was written by Congress into the original 

law. 

• EPA couldn't even ban asbestos, a known and deadly carcinogen.Tweet 

This In 1991, a federal Court of Appeals threw out EPA's regulation banning 

asbestos because, the court said, the agency had failed to show that 

asbestos posed an unreasonable risk. In the wake of this precedent, EPA 

never tried to ban a chemical under TSCA again. 

The secrecy problem 

• Under TSCA, chemical companies can label as trade secrets virtually any of 

the information they submit to EPA about their products. And EPA, the law 

http://notaguineapig.org/


states, may not share information claimed as secret with the public, with 

state or local governments, or with the governments of other countries. 

• The chemical industry is highly competitive, and some protection for research 

and trade secrets is reasonable. But the chemical industry has exploited this 

loophole to claim that information about 95% of their new chemicals should 

be secret. They make the same claim even about many chemicals for which 

they are required to submit health and safety data. 

• EPA can challenge these claims. But TSCA says they must be contested on a 

case-by-case basis, and the agency simply hasn't the resources to examine 

more than a tiny percentage of the thousands of claims made each year. 

• The result? The identities of almost 20% of the tens of thousands of 

chemicals in commercial use in the United States—from flame retardants to 

laundry detergent additives—are kept secret from consumers, scientists and 

government regulators. And even health and safety information, which under 

TSCA is supposed to be ineligible for trade secret protection, is routinely 

claimed by companies to be confidential, rendering the information 

inaccessible to the public. 

TIPS TO REDUCE GAS GUZZLING AND LIMIT WALLET SIPHONING  
Mar 13, 2012  |  UT San Diego 
Spikes in gasoline prices occur so regularly that ways to combat them should 
be almost second nature to car owners.  

The average U.S. household is on track to spend more than $3,300 this year 
on gasoline for its vehicles, according to the Alliance to Save Energy, a 
Washington, nonprofit that promotes energy efficiency. That could jump 
significantly depending on how much pump prices rise. Here are some tips on 
ways to shave your gas costs:  

Drive slower and smarter  

Every 5 mph you drive over 60 costs you an additional 24 cents per gallon, 
the Department of Energy estimates. That's because the faster you go, the 
more work your engine has to do to propel your vehicle.  

The sweet spot for fuel efficiency on the highway is about 55 mph. But 
slowing from 70 to 60 can help a lot. Doing so on an average 20-mile 
highway commute saves about 1.3 gallons of gas in a five-day workweek, 
according to the AAA.  

Avoid fast acceleration and quick stops - aggressive driving can lower a car's 



fuel economy significantly.  

Reduce idling  

Warming up a car engine in cold weather may be necessary. But letting it idle 
needlessly outside stores, in front of a house or at railroad crossings wastes 
fuel, costs money and pollutes the air. Cut the engine if you will be at a 
standstill for more than a minute.  

If there's a line of cars in the drive-thru at Starbucks or McDonald's, just park 
and go inside. The line inside is often much shorter anyway.  

Combine errands to conserve fuel. Several short trips from a cold start can 
consume twice as much gas as one over the same distance when the engine 
is warm, according to the Federal Trade Commission.  

Shop smarter  

Smartphones make it easier to find the best prices in a given location. 
Websites like GasBuddy.com and some GPS devices also help. Apps from 
AAA, GasBuddy and CheapGas all can guide you to the cheapest options on 
your route.  

Just be wary of ads hawking products that can improve your mileage. The 
Environmental Protection Agency says it has tested more than 100 purported 
gas-saving products - automotive devices and oil and gas additives - and 
found that very few provided any fuel economy benefits. Some can even 
damage your car's engine or cause it to spew more exhaust. Track your 
gasoline expenses and miles driven and view your trends at FuelFrog.com.  

Fill up the tank midweek  

Gas up on Wednesday, or first thing Thursday. Prices are raised on Thursdays 
in anticipation of weekend travel. And 10 a.m. is roughly when most station 
owners make their price change for the day, according to CEO Chris Faulkner 
of Dallas-based Breitling Oil & Gas. "Unless it is an emergency, do not buy 
gas Friday, Saturday or Sunday," Faulkner says.  

Do regular maintenance  

Keep your vehicle running smoothly to get maximum fuel economy. Stick to 
the manufacturer's recommended maintenance schedule. Taking the car in 
for tuneups based on the owner's manual's timetable can improve mileage by 
an average of 4 percent, according to the Energy Department.  

A simple but overlooked part of maintenance is keeping tires properly inflated 



and aligned. Underinflated tires add resistance, requiring more effort from 
your engine.  

Using the recommended grade of motor oil also can make a difference.  

Skip premium fuel  

Unless your vehicle absolutely requires premium gas, don't spend the 
additional 15 to 30 cents per gallon. Consumer Reports says motorists should 
not waste money on premium if their owner's manual says the vehicle takes 
regular - the car won't run better. The higher-octane fuel is designed to 
improve performance.  

In most cases, using a higher-octane gasoline than your owner's manual 
recommends "won't make your car perform better, go faster, get better 
mileage or run cleaner," according to the Federal Trade Commission.  

An exception would be if your engine starts to knock or ping when using a 
lower-grade fuel.  

Use gas cards  

Gasoline cards can cut your costs by providing rewards, incentives or cash 
back. There are many types: prepaid cards or certificates, credit cards issued 
by gasoline companies and cards issued by credit card companies.  

Companies such as BP, ExxonMobil and Shell issue their own cards. They can 
offer the most savings to customers who are loyal to a particular brand. Shop 
carefully and pay close attention to the fine print, however. Station-branded 
cards are known for their high interest rates, which can range from 21 
percent to 26.99 percent, according to card comparison site LowCards.com. 
Another option is a cashback credit card with an extra bonus for gasoline 
purchases. Some cards can save you up to 5 percent.  
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